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If you want to learn the benefits and exercises of Tai Chi, then this book is for you!Tai Chi is a
form of Chinese martial arts that is more like a dance or an exercise. It has been shown to
promote body and mind capabilities by enhancing a person’s stamina, strengthening the body
and boosting overall mental capacities. This in turn allows you to have a better life that is
harmonious with the forces around yourself. There are numerous other benefits that will be
discussed later in Chapter 3. This ebook is designed to present the basic movements you’ll
need to learn, amongst the many hundreds of Tai Chi techniques. It will also teach you how to
find serenity and inner peace through the practice of Tai Chi. Continue reading to learn about
why Tai Chi has become so staggeringly popular throughout the world. Prepare yourself to be
absolutely amazed at how purposeful this ancient form of Chinese martial art really is!Here Is A
Preview Of What You'll Learn...Understanding Tai Chi Chuan (Taijiquan) and the Four Core
DisciplinesThe 10 Vital Points of Tai Chi ChuanBenefits of Tai ChiTai Chi Exercises for
BeginnersHow to Find Serenity and Inner Peace through Tai Chi in 10 StepsEighteen Important
Tips for Practicing Tai ChiMuch, much more!Download your copy today!

About the AuthorJordan S. Josephson, MD, is a board-certified otolaryngologist who was named
one of New York magazine's "Best Doctors." He is the director of the New York Nasal and Sinus
Center and is an attending physician at Manhattan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital. Dr. Josephson
has appeared on the Today show, CBS News, and Fox News, and has been featured and
quoted in the New York Times, New York Post, Newsday, Allure, Men's Health, Elle, and
Parenting. Visit his website at www.drjjny.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Tai Chi for Beginners Find Serenity and Inner Peace through the Ancient Art of Tai Chi(Tai Chi
Chuan | Taijiquan)Wait! Before You Continue…We’re Giving Away Something BIG…..And It only
Takes 30 Seconds of Your Time…..Available for Limited Time Only…. Don’t Miss Out!Table of
ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Understanding Tai Chi Chuan (Taijiquan) and the Four Core
DisciplinesChapter 2: The 10 Vital Points of Tai Chi ChuanChapter 3: Benefits of Tai
ChiChapter 4: Tai Chi Exercises for BeginnersChapter 5: How to Find Serenity and Inner Peace
through Tai Chi in 10 StepsChapter 6: Eighteen Important Tips for Practicing Tai
ChiConclusionIntroductionDo you find it hard to relax after a hard day’s work at the office? Do
you spend sleepless nights feeling anxious about what will happen the following day? Do you
explode in fury at the slightest provocation? Does your body feel tired and spent even during the
middle of the day? If you have answered “yes” to any of these questions, you may be a person
who is in need of the revitalization and positive energy that Tai Chi can provide.Tai Chi is a form
of Chinese martial arts that is more like a dance or an exercise. It has been shown to promote
body and mind capabilities by enhancing a person’s stamina, strengthening the body and
boosting overall mental capacities. This in turn allows you to have a better life that is harmonious
with the forces around yourself. There are plenty more benefits that you can obtain from Tai Chi,
which will be presented in Chapter 3 of this book.Prepare yourself to be absolutely amazed at
how purposeful this ancient form of Chinese martial art is. This ebook is designed to present the
basic movements you’ll need to learn, amongst the many hundreds of Tai Chi techniques. It will
also teach you how to find serenity and inner peace through the practice of Tai Chi. Continue
reading to learn about why Tai Chi has become so staggeringly popular throughout the world.©
Copyright 2014 by LCPublifish LLC - All rights reserved.This document is geared towards
providing reliable information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold
with the idea that the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or
otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual
in the profession should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and
approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of
Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of
this document in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is
strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission
from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and
consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any
policies, processes, or directions contained within is solely and completely the responsibility of
the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held
against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information
herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the
publisher.The information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as
so. The presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee
assurance.The trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the



trademark is without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands
within this book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves,
not affiliated with this document.Chapter 1: Understanding Tai Chi Chuan (Taijiquan) and the
Four Core DisciplinesTai Chi has a string of purposes. Various teachers have different goals
when using Tai Chi. Some teachers use it to reconcile the body and the mind, while others may
use it for self-defense. Whatever the reason, the ultimate goal of Tai Chi is always beneficial to
the person practicing it- beneficial to the mind, body and spirit.What is Tai Chi Chuan?Tai Chi
Chuan or Taijiquan is a type of martial arts that originated from China and was created by
Taoists. Tai Chi Chuan is literally translated as Tai (“the great”) and Chi (“everywhere”) and
Chuan (“way”). Its purpose is developing harmony in both the internal and external aspects of
your consciousness. It intends to create congruence between your mind, body and spirit; and
between you and the universe (Tao).Taoists believe that for one to stay healthy and rejuvenated,
they should develop, store and use their Chi, or life energy. Chi is also the basis of acupuncture
that is now widely accepted in the West as an alternative form of treatment. The meridians in
which Tao Chi is based are also the meridians for acupuncture. This indicates that Tao Chi has a
scientific basis, and is indeed an effective method.Although it is a self-defense method, you do
not need physical strength to practice it effectively. Instead, you need your inner strength to be
able to perform Tai Chi workouts. Incredibly enough, you can counter a major punch successfully
by using Tai Chi; and with less physical energy.
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Tag Powell, “Easy Health Exercises!. Easy Health Exercises! I became interested in Tai Chi a
number of years ago because it did not require strenuous exercise. But I did not follow through, I
told my self I would wait until I found a teacher. I was very happy to find this book as I am having
problems with my heart and COPD. Both of these areas can be improved with Tai Chi. The
exercises are simple and easy to perform, in fact most you can do by following the detailed
instructions found in this book.The secret to Tai Chi is mental, you perform mental exercises
while doing the physical exercises. The author, Ri Lemahieu Tai Chi expert, covers the four core
disciplines. Taoist Meditation, the mental process with stretching. Yang short and long Tai Chi
form, the simple self defense mode. Yes, it can be a Martial Arts defense, Eternal Spring Chi
Kung the healing mode and Advanced Level Training the major self defense mode which is best
understood with a professional trainer.The author Ri Lemahieu does a chapter on the Benefits of
Tai Chi and there are many. He also has a chapter for the beginner's exercise you can start
immediately. A great short easy-to-follow Tai Chi book for those who have never entered the
discipline. A good start.Recommended!~”

Mike, “Good primer to learn more about the basics of Tai Chi. I had heard of Tai Chi before, but I
had never realized that it's more than just a form of martial arts and is also very useful in
improving your health! The author outlines no less than 23 benefits of Tai Chi, ranging from
reducing stress to promoting sleep and boosting your mental abilities. This is definitely
something that I'm going to try.This book contains the basic techniques for Tai Chi exercises and
gives some helpful tips to get started. If you really want to start practicing Tai Chi, it's probably
best to take a class and learn it from a certified teacher. However, this book is a good primer for if
you want to learn more about the basics of Tai Chi and its benefits!”

Cyna Jones, “Valuable resource. I've always been captivated by all things Eastern. From Tai Chi
to wu shu its always kept my interest.This book tells you exactly what Tai Chi is.Tai Chi is
considered a chinese martial art and was developed by taoist.You are taught that practicing this
martial art is very beneficial to you health. I mean it helps you sleep, strengthens your bones and
improves circulation.It is also a mediation you can to do to find peace and serenity.”

Candy, “What I also like is that Master Yang explains why things are done .... The instruction is
very detailed and presented from different positions which makes it easier to emulate. What I
also like is that Master Yang explains why things are done the way they are, ie. , why the hands
are held with the fingers in a certain position.The music is soothing and Master Yang also
explains not to give up, that progress comes in steps - the moves, the connection moves, the
breathing, the mind and the spirit.I've tried other videos and I think I will be able to finally be able
to do Tai Chi with this one.”



Larry, “This book has what you need to learn Tai Chi!. This book on Tai Chi has exactly what you
need in order to learn Tai Chi from the beginning! I have never tried Tai Chi prior to purchasing
this book, but I can confidently say that I will be practicing at it for years to come. The basics
implemented in this book are very simple to follow and the layout of the book creates a super
easy structure to follow. The tips are great and I'm very much looking forward to the Health
Benefits to come!”

jose, “a perfect guide for beginners like me. ive been doing martial arts for awhile, and Bruce lee
is my idol. it read that Bruce lee did tai chi for a lot of time during his child hood.that immediately
caught my interest about what is tai chi, so i got this book.It was exactly what i was looking for, its
simple and too the point , a perfect guide for beginners like me.I now understand the meaning of
tai chi and how its more of an art.”

Ron N, “Accurate Title. I chose this rating based on a " beginners" understanding is what
promised and delivered. The book provides a logical step by step foundation as to what Tai Chi
is about. It covers the mental, breathing, and physical needs toward reaching a prescribed goal.
It is not a complete guide to Tai Chi, yet a beginners understanding. I would recommend this to
anyone as a first lesson to what Tai Chi represents.”

Madeline, “tai chi. have yet to try it out”

Steve Sheekey, “Five Stars. Love this book”

The book by Jordan S. Josephson has a rating of 5 out of 3.5. 58 people have provided
feedback.
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